
Hoover’s AMC 360 Build Notes 
 

1. GENERAL ENGINE COMPATIBILITY INFORMATION 
 
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/official-amc-v8-swap-thread-377983/  (damn you photo bucket) 
 
Any AMC 360 / 390 / 304 / 401 will fit in a CJ with the right motor mounts. 
 
Driver side motor mount from 258 will work, but will need the CJ V-8 mount (from a 304 application) 
for the passenger side.  Available in salvage yards or Ebay, and MORE makes a stout (and $$$) 
alternative mount system. 
 
AMC uses the same bellhousing bolt pattern on the 360 / 390 / 304 / 401 / 258 / 232. 
As such, the 258 bellhousing to 360 will interchange, and should bolt up to the T-176 without issue.  
There will likely be driveshaft length issues If changing from a 4-cyl, or with other transmissions.  Check 
NOVAK for general info and compatibility (http://www.novak-
adapt.com/knowledge/engines/about/amc/amc-v8) 
 
Drive shafts should be OK since they have worked with the 258/T176 combo. 
 
Read somewhere that Fly wheels between 258 and 360 are interchangeable, but not sold on this.  Read 
elsewhere that the 360 needs a fly wheel specific to the 360.  Regardless, the flywheel must be 
externally balanced along with the crank/harmonic balance. In any event, determine if the current 
flywheel is from an automatic or manual shift vehicle.  There IS a difference between a FLEXPLATE and 
a FLYWHEEL. 
 
If there is no flexplate or flywheel, check for pilot bushing.  No bushing = automatic, and would have 
had a flex plate originally. 
 
New flywheels range from Omix (China) from $150 to Hays at a $450.  Jeez. 
 
If the CJ came originally with a 4 or 6-cyl, the fuel supply line is routed along the passenger side frame 
rail.  With the V8, routing the fuel line along the driver side is most efficient, and minimizes fuel line 
‘plumbing’ clutter in the engine bay. Unclear if return line is necessary (have only seen a few 
mentions), but be mindful of routing, as there is potential for exhaust heat to cause vapor lock.  If 
headers will be used, best fuel line routing might be determined after installation. 
 
Check hydraulic clutch fitment with V-8 (hydraulic clutch original to 4-cyl applications).  I have 
components to switch back to manual linkage, just need to verify pedal assembly will operate the 
manual linkage without binding and interfering with exhaust. 
 
Radiator compatibility- should be ok with the 258 radiator, but more research required.  And this is 
much, much later. 
 

http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/official-amc-v8-swap-thread-377983/
http://www.novak-adapt.com/knowledge/engines/about/amc/amc-v8)
http://www.novak-adapt.com/knowledge/engines/about/amc/amc-v8)


2. FOUND AN ENGINE?  NEED TO DETERMINE IF IT’S A GOOD CANDIDATE FOR REBUILD. 
 
In the vehicle? Great! Does it run? 
 
If it’s not running, like mine… 
 
Rotate the crank to ensure internals will cycle.  Use a leak down tester to identify valve or piston ring 
issues.  Although the engine should be warm to perform this test accurately, it will still give useful 
information.  Look for uniform numbers- if one or two are ‘extreme’, there may be larger issues.  
 
Scrutinize the engine- look for any alterations or aftermarket parts/accessories.  Is the EGR valve intact 
or is there a block off plate in its place, are the emissions or fuel lines connected correctly, is the fuel 
filter present, fuel pump?  Do any components look newer than others.  All of these are good clues.  
Also, check the freeze plugs.  If brass, it’s more likely the motor was rebuilt.  Same likelihood if the 
head gasket is a blue, or at the very least, the heads have been removed.  Also, valve springs and 
rockers will be different from original if you are able to remove VC and inspect the rocker assembly. 
 
If it’s there, AMC V8 engines came with an engine tag which outlines the build specs, which is helpful if 
the engine hasn’t been rebuilt.  From what I have observed, it’s typically is attached with a single 
(Philips-like) screw to the front of the passenger side valve cover and has 6 digits.  It can be decoded 
here: 
 
http://gremlinx.com/amc-engine-id-information/ 
 
 

3. TEARDOWN AND INSPECTION – the easy part. 
 
Need ziplocks and a couple sharpies.  Label bags and insert labeled index cards for redundancy.  Find 
plastic totes to store these.  Will revisit to clean and paint while machine work is underway. 
 
Pushrods, lifters and pistons will be removed and kept in order. 
 
Once disassembled, send off for some hot-tank time and magna-fluxing.  I’m hoping for a crack/issue-
free block, and the same for both heads.  Also, will determine the extent to which boring is needed 
(expecting this- as the engine reportedly has 230k on it- hoping not to exceed 30 over.  TBD). 
 
Then spend time removing casting slag in oil passages, inspecting each galley, and contemplating oiling 
upgrades.  As I am inclined to over-engineer everything, restraint and good sense will be needed here.  
 

4. IDENTIFY REPUTABLE MACHINE SHOPS FOR BLOCK AND HEAD WORK –  vetting required 
 
My search area includes shops within a 2-hour radius.  Found several in Birmingham, Tuscaloosa and 
Meridian, including one that advertises expertise in AMC builds.  They also build for NASCAR.   

Wallet, you better strap in- this is going to hurt real bad. 

http://gremlinx.com/amc-engine-id-information/


 
5. 360 BUILD/COMPONENT IDEAS – never too early to put the cart before the horse. 

 
I want this build to emphasize torque/low end performance. Not in pursuit of speed records.   
 
Ignition- I have a MSD 6A ignition control and the original Motorcraft distributor.  Will likely need the 
tach adapter as well.  Upgrading to the MSD 8519 AMC V8 distributor a strong possibility.  
 
Exhaust- Keep and use original exhaust manifolds.  Long tube headers appear to promote high end 
performance from my investigation, which is contrary to my goal.  And, if it ain’t broke…   Configure for 
dual exhaust?  Or single?  More reading/discussion required. 
 
Bling - Same goes with original valve covers.  Clean, paint, reuse.  I think they look sharp, especially in 
fresh AMC blue.  The original air cleaner came with this engine, and has the single vacuum-operated 
hot air diverter.  As a nice touch, most of the original decals are in place, although they will likely be 
lost upon cleaning and repainting. Will document. 
 
Although my engine came with the intact alternator/AC/PS with brackets, pulleys and belts, I’m 
cautiously considering the idea of utilizing those in the Bulltear ‘gold-plated titanium’ product line.  I’ve 
no experience with a serpentine belt setup, but ‘one belt’ is definitely appealing.  And those pulleys 
and brackets are pretty dang shiny.  However, this engine is destined to see it’s fair share of off-
pavement time.  Dirt cometh.  As such, the original v-belt setup remains a strong, and decidedly less 
expensive, option.  Harmonic balance/vibration damper will need replacing either way. 
 
Intake manifold: this engine came with the original 4bbl intake and Motorcraft carburetor.  That being 
said, I like what I’ve read about the Edelbrock performer intake and 650CFM carb, but again, more 
google time and input required. 
 
As for internals, most, if not all, components will be replaced.  These include: pistons, cam and lifters, 
valves (seats, springs, seals, etc), bearings, timing set with roller chain, and pushrods.  The sheer 
number of options for these is overwhelming.  Luckily, several of the 360 guys have shared information 
about their builds, and provided an excellent starting point for me.  When I get to this point, I’ll need 
guidance.  If you are reading, THANKS! 
 
New oil pump assembly?  Need to inspect original system for wear. Bulltear has a ‘new’ option. Ouch. 
Just reviewed Hammer’s refurb thread.  Maybe. 
 
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/amc-v-8-oil-pump-front-cover-rebuild-thread-1050446/  
 
New water pump needed, but seems like small potatoes at this juncture. 
 
 
  

http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/amc-v-8-oil-pump-front-cover-rebuild-thread-1050446/


6. AMC 360 BUILDS AND CONFIGURATIONS – Not comprehensive by any stretch, and research is 
still in progress 

 
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/guys-amc-360-s-4124681/  
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/amc-401-rebuild-4142737/  
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/world-s-ugliest-amc-360-a-1354590/  
 
From MATT1981CJ7: I did what I consider a moderate performance build on my 360  
 
- Bored 30 over, 3 angled valve job, crank turned 10 under and balanced 
- Lunati Voodoo Hydraulic Flat Tappet Cam - 250/256 
- Stock 30 over pistons 
- Edelbrock Performer intake 
- Federal Mogul master rebuild kit 
- Sealed Power intake and SS exhaust valves 
- MSD ignition 
- Q-jet carb  
- Bulltear Serpentine kit 
- Bulltear oil pump kit 
- Bulltear rockers and bridges 
- Hays Flywheel 
- New harmonic balancer, alternator, and power steering pump 
 
FROM: Racemau 
Just did a complete rebuilt as well and Matt was a great partner for discussion. 
 
Here's my specs followed by a "what I would have done differently". 
 
- Keith Black ceramic coated pistons 0.020 oversized (Part: 2225C-020) 
- Keith Black Piston rings (Part: 4000AM8-100) 
- CompCams 270H Cam Kit (Part. K10-203-4. My valves had 4 groove locks - uses lock part 626-16) 
- CompCams 7644-16 pushrods 7.750" long. 
- 5/16" shims to ensure 0.030-0.040" lifter pre-load. 
- Sealed power stock rockers - each rocker have been shimmed to ensure 0.030"-0.040" lifter pre-load. 
- Edelbrock performer intake (restricted exhaust crossover ports) 
- Edelbrock 1405 600cfm carb with manual choke 
- Complete MSD ignition (AL6, distributer MSD-8519, tach adapter MSD-8920, MSD distributer and 
camshaft gears) 
- Holley in-line Mighty Mite Electric Fuel Pump 12-427 
- Bulltear timing cover with ported oil ports. HD oil gears with HRC.  
- Oil filter relocation system. (PermaCool PN 1791 with Fram PH8A) 
- Oil galley line. 
- Crankscrapers from crank-scrapers.com 
- BeCool aluminium crossflow radiator (#62027), BeCool electric fan (#95001) and Mr. Gasket Coolant 

http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/guys-amc-360-s-4124681/
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/amc-401-rebuild-4142737/
http://www.jeepforum.com/forum/f8/world-s-ugliest-amc-360-a-1354590/


Overflow Tanks #9133. 
- Patriot shorty headers - Dual 2.5" from headers reduced to 2" with Magnaflow 10434 mufflers and 
side pipes. All stainless steel. 
 
What I would have done differently: 
- Fuel injection. 
- Better fuel pump system, not completely satisfied with the Holley in line system. 
- Would have blocked the exhaust crossover completely. 
- Would have installed a new harmonic vibration damper 
- Would have had the whole rotating assembly balanced (will most likely take the engine apart some 
day to do this). 
- Would have bought a quality flywheel from the start (instead of wasting money on omix-ada). 
- Would have gone with the 280H (it was out of stock back then). 
- Would most likely had gone with roller rockers, however I am still not sure whether or not it is worth 
it. The stock rockers on my engine runs quite well, but I did use quite some time on shimming them to 
correct pre-load (more about this in my build thread).  
 
From DIRTY BASTARD82: 
 
- Edelbrock Performer Plus Cam & Lifters Kit - 2132 
- Edelbrock Sure Seat Valve Springs - 5832  
- Edelbrock Performer Manifold 0-5500 - 2131 
- Edelbrock Exhaust Valves 
- Edelbrock Air Cleaner, Pro-Flo Series, 14 Inch - 1225 
- Edelbrock Crankcase Ventilation Hose Connection Kit - 1205 
- Aluminum Valve Covers omix-ada 
- holley truck avenger carburetor 
- hedman hedders out chassis 
- Hand-made cigar mufflers 
 
 
CAMS 
SWATSON:  Howard's Cams has a great selection of AMC-specific lobes. 
 
Here are a few that I'd consider, depending on what rpm range you're after- all custom ground, single-
pattern and no wider than a 108 LSA, preferably a 107: 
 
HM2083190A- 255 advertised, 208 at .050, 128 at .200, .510 valve lift. 
HM2103219A- 257 advertised, 210 at .050, 130 at .200, .515 valve lift. 
HM2123245A- 259 advertised, 212 at .050, 132 at .200, .519 valve lift. 
HM2143294A- 261 advertised, 214 at .050, 134 at .200, .527 valve lift. 
HM2163318A- 263 advertised, 216 at .050, 136 at .200, .531 valve lift. 
 


